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Trade war puts new strains on 
America Inc’s factories in China

SHENZHEN/SHANGHAI: Larry Sloven arrived in southern
China three decades ago, just as the region was taking off
as the low-cost manufacturing center of the world. Since
then, he has exported millions of dollars of goods, ranging
from power tools to LED lights, to some of America’s
biggest retailers. That era may now be coming to an end.

For years, Sloven has seen profits whittled away by
rising costs, tighter regulations and Chinese government
policies aimed at building a more sustainable and servic-
es-oriented economy that have squeezed lower-end
manufacturers.

But the final straw may be the prospect of tariffs stem-
ming from a trade war between the United States and
China, and a world of more protectionism. “It’s been step,
by step, by step. And it’s been getting more and more
expensive to produce products in China,” said Sloven,
president of Capstone International HK Ltd, a division of
Capstone Companies, from Deerfield Beach, Florida, a
maker of consumer electronics goods.

Manufacturers have been feeling the squeeze as China
shifts its priorities from lower-end manufacturing to high
technology industries as part of a broader bid to upgrade
its economy. But with tariffs looming, “everybody finally
woke up to the extent that ‘maybe I should face reality’,”
he said. Manufacturers were increasingly worried that “the
next group of tariffs would be the killer”.

Sloven is now stepping up efforts to trim his exposure
to China, diversifying into growing manufacturing centers
like Thailand. “Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia and Cambodia
are countries that have potential opportunities,” he said.
“However, it’s not going to be as easy as many may think.
And you don’t know what’s coming next in China.”

Interviews with over a dozen manufacturers from med-
ical device makers to agricultural equipment firms illus-
trate how companies exporting to the United States are
now rethinking their calculations about making goods in
China. “Before the tariffs came on board, we were looking
to move about 30 percent of our production from China to
the United States,” said Charles M Hubbs, European direc-
tor at Premier Guard, a medical products manufacturer,
citing reasons such as rising wages, a shrinking workforce
and soaring costs.

“With the latest tariff development, assuming those tar-
iffs will go into effect, we’ll probably be moving about 60
percent of our manufacturing out of China to the United

States.” Other companies are closely reviewing their
options. “In the current tariff environment, it’s only natural
for companies like ours and others to be internally
reassessing the impact and taking steps to mitigate that,”
said a senior China-based executive with a major US man-
ufacturer. Moves could include “limiting additional sourc-
ing from China, shifting sourcing to other countries, or
bringing work back to the United States”.

Supply chain threat 
The escalating tit-for-tat trade war between the United

States and China, with President Donald Trump threatening
to impose tariffs on Chinese-made goods, could have huge
implications for heavily integrated and globalized supply
chains. For some, the impact has been obvious and direct.

Georgia-based AGCO Corp told the United States
Trade Representative that tariffs would make the farm
equipment it makes in Changzhou, a city in China’s Jiangsu
province, “price uncompetitive” in the United States.
Maroon Group, a chemical maker from North America said
it would be “priced out of the market”, a concern echoed
by Goodman Global, which assembles air conditioners in
Houston from Chinese-made parts.

Some firms have already made their moves. The furni-
ture makers At Home Group Inc and RH have said they will
cut back production in China. Others are trying to adjust
supply chains. DSM China Ltd, part of the Dutch nutrition
firm Royal DSM, is looking to replace US soybeans with
new ingredients such as pea powder it can source locally
to avoid Beijing’s retaliatory import duties.

Rising risk from the trade tensions “gave us good impe-
tus to check out how we look at the whole business”, said
Bernard Cheung, director of global strategic marketing at
DSM China. For some, the response has been dictated by
where they sit in the supply chain.

US-based GMM Nonstick Coatings has moved some
production to India after a 30-40 percent drop-off in
China orders for advanced chemicals used to coat
American household kitchenware brands such as George
Foreman and Baker’s Secret as those clients move some
production out of China.

“This tariff thing is adding extra friction to being in
China and it’s making the decision” to shift production
“quite easy for US sourcing departments,” said Ravin
Gandhi, GMM’s chief executive.

$2 trillion question
There are still plenty of manufacturers staying in China

for now, especially those targeting the huge domestic or
regional market, Gandhi said. China still has the best infra-
structure, supply chain networks and engineering talent, a
major hurdle for potential rivals seeking to lure firms away
with lower costs, according executives interviewed by
Reuters. In terms of scale, China cannot be easily replaced: it
has a manufacturing output of around $2 trillion, according
to a Brookings Institution report in July, the world’s largest.

Bird, a Santa Monica, California-based scooter start-
up, wrote in a submission to the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative in June that it was “unaware of any US
producer of electric scooters that can manufacture to
Bird’s scale and needs”.

Keith Siilats, the head of Bytelogics, another US-based
scooter start-up that manufactures in China, said it was
hard to shift production from China. Instead, he expects to
absorb the higher costs for the moment and plans to
develop European operations less vulnerable to tariff
pressure. China’s manufacturing sector will not vanish
overnight, but a shift is inevitable, said Dan Krassenstein,
Shanghai-based director of Asia operations at
ProconPacific, which makes around 3 million specialized
industrial shipment bags. He said manufacturing was mov-
ing to South Asia and Southeast Asia in search of cheaper
labour costs and as Beijing discourages polluting, lower-
margin sectors. The tariff escalation “is just going to accel-
erate it”, he said. Five years ago his company made all its
products in China. Now, a quarter are made in India and
5-10 percent in Vietnam.

Doing the sums
In Southern China’s Pearl River Delta, the cost of rent-

ing industrial and commercial space has surged around 80
percent in the past eight years, while companies have
complained of soaring labor costs.

“Production costs are cheaper in the US than in China,”
said Yuan Juyou, deputy head of marketing at Wonderful
Group, a ceramics maker. “Even though labor costs are
more expensive, we have automated a lot of processes.
Plus electricity, land, these kinds of costs are cheaper than
China.” Wonderful, a unit of the Chinese manufacturer
Marco Polo, began shipping products from its new factory
in Tennessee in June. Regional rivals are also starting to

sense an opportunity to step up and into China’s competi-
tive space.

Thailand is actively promoting itself as a regional man-
ufacturing hub, offering incentives such as an exemption of
up to eight years on corporate income tax for certain
industries and exemptions on import duties for some raw
materials.

The country’s corporate income tax rate of 20 percent
also ranks it as the second-lowest among countries in the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, according to
Thailand’s Board of Investment.

Thailand is already a major center for some electronics
and components, and the government plans a series of
industrial zones to push development of target industries.

A China-ASEAN free trade deal also helps mitigate the
trade-war risk for companies trading with both the United
States and China. “The Thai government is making it very
easy now to move down there,” said Sloven. “The Chinese
government embraced manufacturing back in the day. But
now, they’re not looking for growth in the product busi-
ness. They’re looking for high-tech,” he said.

“It’s a bit like when a wife comes to a husband and says,
‘I don’t love you anymore’.” — Reuters

Turkey a reminder 
of why wider 
emerging market 
risk is high
LONDON: Turkey is at the heart of the turmoil now
sweeping through emerging markets. But it’s merely a
symptom of the troubles, not the cause, and investors
would do well to remember that crisis could befall other
emerging nations just as easily and quickly.

With sentiment towards emerging markets as weak
as it is, it’s not hard to imagine high levels of dollar-
denominated debt, wide current account deficits and
reliance on foreign capital triggering an investor stam-
pede for the exits elsewhere. It’s a sobering thought for
the retail investors who have a chunk of their retirement
funds in “emerging markets”. They might like the idea of,
say, 10 percent or even higher returns, but at the risk of
stating the obvious, there’s a reason emerging-market
yields are so high.

How aware is your average mom and pop in, say,
Wisconsin, of the fragility across potentially dozens of
emerging nations where their pension plans are invest-
ed? Do they get sufficient warnings of the risks?

Of 478 emerging market corporate bonds tracked by
Citi, only two have tighter spreads so far this year, and
476 have wider spreads. The only countries in Citi’s
emerging sovereign bond index showing positive returns
are Mongolia and Belize. “We have not heard that they
were the subject of many investor overweights,” Citi
wrote in a note on Friday. Some analysts point out that
the spillover from Turkey should be limited. Turkey
accounts for only 1 percent of global gross domestic
product. The exposure of European Union banks is less
than 1 percent of EU GDP. US banks have $18 billion
exposure to Turkey, just 0.1 percent of their total assets.

More broadly, emerging markets have higher
reserves, more flexible exchange rates, less leveraged
banks and lower inflation than ever before, suggesting
their economic and financial fundamentals are more
robust. According to Oxford Economics, only a third of
emerging markets have a “non-negligible” risk of a sov-
ereign crisis today, compared with 65 percent in 2008
and 72 percent at the time of the “taper tantrum” in
2013. But the global pool of dollar liquidity, which
emerging market economies and financial markets still
rely heavily on to survive and thrive, is shrinking as the
Fed raises rates and reduces its balance sheet. Other
dominoes could fall.

Dollar debt mountain
A working paper last month from the Bank for

International Settlements shone a light on the recent
surge in dollar-denominated debt across emerging mar-
kets and the dangers it poses to emerging markets.

Growth in dollar-denominated bonds issued by EM
borrowers has been rapid, reaching an annual rate of 17
percent at the end of last year. The wave of borrowing
has been broad-based, and particularly strong in China,
Brazil, Chile and Turkey.

Dollar-denominated debt issuance in these countries
has never been higher, and the rise since the early
2000s has been eye-watering. Of 12 emerging countries’
dollar bond issuance totals highlighted in the BIS paper,
only Russia’s isn’t currently at a record high. This shift to
raising more debt on the international capital markets
and relying less on banks makes borrowers more vulner-
able to spikes in long-term US interest rates, the dollar,
and market volatility. “A snapback could have several
potential triggers ... but the key is a sudden shift in risk
assessments,” the BIS said.  —Reuters

Entrepreneurs see profits whittling away by rising costs, tighter regulations

Italy’s Atlantia 
takes fresh hit 
to share price
ROME: Italian infrastructure group Atlantia took a
fresh hit on the Milan stock market yesterday  with its
share price falling by more than nine percent. At
08:15 GMT the shares had lost 9.33 percent of their
value, erasing a minor rally it had staged at the end of
last week.

Atlantia’s prime asset is Autostrade per l’Italia,
which operates the A10 highway where a segment of
the overpass collapsed on Tuesday in the northern
city of Genoa, killing 43 people.

Trading in Atlantia’s shares was initially suspended
on Monday because of a report on the financial news
site Milano Finanza that Autostrade per l’Italia-which
operates half of Italy’s motorways-could be national-
ized. Nationalization of the operator would be
“worthwhile” despite the initial cost, Transport
Minister Danilo Toninelli told the Corriere della Sera
newspaper yesterday, given the toll revenue that the
state would receive from its concessions. The La
Repubblica daily yesterday quoted a study commis-
sioned by the Fillea Cgil construction union which
estimated that nationalizing Autostrade would cost
between 15.8 and 18.2 billion euros ($18bn - $20.8bn)
and would take at least 40 years to pay off.

The government has indicated that it wants to can-
cel Autostrade’s concession, at least for the motorway
which goes through Genoa. Autostrade has said it can
make 500 million euros available to help rebuild the
bridge and help the city recover. — AFP

BEIJING: China still has the best infrastructure, supply chain
networks and engineering talent, a major hurdle for potential
rivals seeking to lure firms away with lower costs.

Cuban farmers shrug 
off promise of 
private ownership
MATANZAS, Cuba: Cuba’s decision to change its consti-
tution and allow private property ownership has been
shrugged off by small farmers, who says the island will
never feed itself without far broader reform of state-run
agriculture.

Economists would expect farmers to welcome the shift
towards private property after decades of strict govern-
ment control left the island dependent on food imports and
farmers unable to earn a decent living. And though older
Cubans are wary of change, younger farmers have indeed
welcomed the recent reforms to recognize private proper-
ty ownership, even if few expect huge dividends.

With 30 hectares of well-maintained guava trees, sweet
potato plants and concrete pig pens, Alexei Gonzales has a
deep desire to buy the farmland he currently rents from
the state.

But a complex web of bureaucracy - be it currency
controls, fuel shortages or a lack of private credit - mean
Gonzales and six other farmers who spoke with the
Thomson Reuters Foundation do not expect to reap big
gains from owning their own land.

“Making it easier to buy land won’t really change much
if I can’t get diesel,” said 41-year-old Gonzales, pointing to
his idle Soviet-made tractor. “They (lawmakers) give lots
of speeches but nothing changes... My whole life is work-
ing on the land, and I have nothing to show for it.”

On July 22, Cuba’s government voted in favor of a draft
for a new constitution that includes the right to own pri-
vate property. The reforms were presided over by Miguel
Diaz-Canel, who became Cuba’s president in April, replac-
ing brothers Fidel and Raul Castro, who had governed the
island since 1959.

The changes are part of a broader shift as Cuba tries to
woo foreign investment, boost growth and cut poverty, all
while keeping political control in the hands of a single party.

Rich soil, slim pickings
Despite rich soil and 20 percent of its population work-

ing in agriculture, Cuba imports more than 60 percent of
its food, at an annual cost of about $2 billion.

Cubans, who on average earn about $30 a month,
receive a monthly package of subsidized food from the
state, including rice, beans, eggs and milk for young chil-
dren. To make up for shortfalls at state-run stores - which
worsened after the collapse of its Soviet benefactor -
Cubans were encouraged to grow urban gardens or culti-
vate small plots of land for personal consumption.

Today, Cubans can buy food from market stalls, but
workers who earn the minimum government salary often
cannot afford the bananas, plantain and pork sold in the
private sector.

Prior to the constitutional changes approved by law-
makers last month, the state owned about 80 percent of
Cuba’s farmland, leasing most of it to farmers and cooper-
atives. The rest is owned by small farmers whose families
received allotments from the government after Cuba’s 1959
revolution. With sluggish economic growth, and renewed
tensions with Washington hampering foreign investment,
the government is eager to wean Cuba’s 11 people million
off costly food imports.

The constitutional change allowing for private land
ownership still needs to pass a referendum, to be held
some time in coming months. The draft document will be
submitted for public consultations and the final document,
which could include changes, will then be put to a national
referendum.

The reforms will help food production but private
property rights alone will not give agricultural output a
substantial boost, said Mario Gonzalez-Corzo, an econom-
ics professor at City University of New York, whose family
own farms in Cuba.

In other countries, farmers can use their land as collat-
eral for loans to buy equipment, seeds or fertilizer. “Private
ownership does not mean you can use land as collateral: in
Cuba, there is no such thing as a private bank,” Gonzalez-
Corzo said, so the reforms will not make it easier for farm-
ers to buy the fuel or fertilizer they crave.

Price controls on how much farmers get for their prod-
ucts and other strict rules compound the inefficiencies, he
added. “The government has extensive control over agri-
culture, which creates massive distortions.”

Fallow fields 
Yasmany Falcon Bacallao farms 26 hectares in

Matanzas, Cuba’s second largest province and home to the
tourist hotspot of Varadero. Living the inefficiencies on a
daily basis, he supports private property reforms, but is
not optimistic they will change his daily reality in the fields.

Much of the land inherited from family members lies
fallow; he cannot find workers willing to accept $20 per
month to toil in the fields or enough diesel to run his farm
machinery.

Bacallao sells most of his produce to a government
agency, “but often they don’t even have boxes for the man-
goes when they arrive, so I can’t sell anything,’ the 37-
year-old said.

Cuba’s National Association of Small Farmers, a gov-
ernment-linked body responsible for agriculture, declined
requests for interviews or additional information about the
changes. The United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization in Cuba declined to comment on the pro-
posed reforms, underlining the sensitivity of the issue in
the socialist state.

Generational shift 
While young farmers tend to support greater private

property rights, in principle at least, older Cubans are
skeptical. “I don’t want to see the big time selling of land,”
said 82-year-old Miguel Barroz Lozano, sitting on the
porch of the farmhouse he inherited in 1962.

“I was here before the revolution and it’s better for
farmers now,” said the fruit grower, recounting how his
father had toiled on a plantation owned by a rich, absen-
tee owner. Unease about possible exploitation has
caused the government to move slowly with reform, said
John Finn, a professor who studies Cuban agriculture at
Christopher Newport University in the U.S. state of
Virginia. “Land reform was massively important for the
ideology of the revolution,” Finn said. “They (officials)
are trying to maintain the broad structures of a socialist
economy, while harvesting the obvious power of entre-
preneurship.” — Reuters

US drops agriculture 
demand from 
NAFTA talks 
MEXICO CITY: The United States has dropped a con-
tentious demand from the renegotiation of the North
American Free Trade Agreement to impose restrictions on
Mexican agricultural exports, Mexico’s top farm lobby
said on Sunday.

Talks to rework the 24-year-old pact are entering a
crucial phase and Mexican Economy Minister Ildefonso
Guajardo said outstanding bilateral issues between
Mexico and the United States could be resolved by the
middle of this week.

Much of the renegotiation, which has gone on for more
than a year, has focused on revamping rules for the auto-
motive industry. The US government wants the rules
changed to try to secure more business for American man-
ufacturing workers. Another divisive issue has been a pro-
posal by the Trump administration to put seasonal curbs
on some agricultural exports to the United States. But a
senior executive at Mexico’s National Agricultural Council
(CNA) said that had been dropped.

“Our US counterparts tell us that ... the United States
has decided to withdraw (the proposal) from the table,”
Mario Andrade, CNA vice president for foreign trade, told
Reuters. Mexico’s Economy Ministry did not immediately
reply to a request for comment on Andrade’s remarks. A
spokeswoman for the office of US Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer could not immediately be reached for
comment. Andrade said the move followed a lobbying
effort that sought to show that the “seasonality” demand
stood to benefit a small fraction of US agricultural produc-
ers while putting many other US farmers at risk from
Mexican retaliation. — Reuters

HAVANA: Though older Cubans are wary of change, younger
farmers have indeed welcomed the recent reforms to recognize
private property ownership, even if few expect huge dividends.


